
Using Semantic Similarity as Reward for 
Reinforcement Learning in Sentence Generation 

⚫ Cross-entropy loss only evaluates sentences on the 
token-level and is unable to handle synonyms or 
changes in sentence structure

⚫ Preferable to evaluate output sentences with more 
flexible criteria such as their Semantic Textual 
Similarity (STS) with ground-truth sentences

⚫ Reinforcement Learning (RL) with estimated STS 
scores as reward

Background

Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) 
[Cer et al. 2017]
⚫ Task of estimating a similarity of two given 

sentences on a scale of 0 (completely different) to 5 
(completely equivalent)

⚫ Estimated STS scores are continuous
Example of STS scores

Sequence-level Training of RNN Models
[Ranzato et al., 2016]
⚫ Train Encoder-Decoder models using sequence-level 

evaluations (BLEU, ROUGE) with RL
⚫ Sequence-level metrics contribute to the loss 

function of REINFORCE [Williams, 1992] as rewards

Related Research

⚫ Prepare the STS estimator by finetuning BERT 
[Delvin et al., 2018] to STS dataset

⚫ Pretrain an Attention-based LSTM Encoder-Decoder 
model with teacher forcing

⚫ Further train the sentence generation model with 
REINFORCE using estimated STS scores as rewards

⚫ Predict reward from decoder hidden state and use 
the prediction to reduce reward variance 

RL using STS scores

Corpora:
⚫ STS-B (En; 5.7k sentences)
⚫ Multi30k-dataset (De-En; 30k sentence pairs)
⚫ WIT3 (De-En; 200k sentence pairs)
Models:
⚫ Baseline: trained using only cross-entropy loss
⚫ RL-GLEU: trained with RL using GLEU scores
⚫ RL-STS: trained with RL using estimated STS scores
Results: BLEU scores and estimated STS scores

Results: sample outputs

Experiment

⚫ RL-STS has better BLEU scores than Cross-entropy, 
but is not as good as RL-GLEU

⚫ Some outputs from RL-STS did not terminate; 
unable to account for EOS token with BERT

⚫ Differences in outputs are not favoured by token-
based matching and demonstrates leniency of STS 
evaluation

⚫ Further evaluation is necessary (human evaluation, 
self-BLEU, etc.)

⚫ Possible use of other semantic inference tasks (XNLI, 
paraphrasing, etc.)
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